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Abstract: In this paper, we document our efforts in participating to the TREC 2010 Entity Ranking and Web Tracks. We had multiple aims: For the Web Track we wanted to compare the effectiveness of anchor text of the category A and B collections and the impact of global document quality measures such as PageRank and spam scores. We find that documents in ClueWeb\textsuperscript{09} category B have a higher probability of being retrieved than other documents in category A. In ClueWeb\textsuperscript{09} category B, spam is mainly an issue for full-text retrieval. Anchor text suffers little from spam. Spam scores can be used to filter spam but also to find key resources. Documents that are least likely to be spam tend to be high-quality results. For the Entity Ranking Track, we use Wikipedia as a pivot to find relevant entities on the Web. Using category information to retrieve entities within Wikipedia leads to large improvements. Although we achieve large improvements over our baseline run that does not use category information, our best scores are still weak. Following the external links on Wikipedia pages to find the homepages of the entities in the ClueWeb collection, works better than searching an anchor text index, and combining the external links with searching an anchor text index.

1 Introduction

For the Web Track, we experiment with three anchor text variants from two indexes. One index contains all the incoming anchor text of the category A collection, the other index contains only the incoming anchor text of the category B collection. A third variant is derived from the category A index, where we filter on the category B results, to see if the extra anchor text for category B pages, from category A pages, improves the effectiveness. Further, we experiment with combining the retrieval score with PageRank scores and spam classification scores, and filtering results based on spam scores.

Our approach to the TREC Entity Ranking track is similar to the approach we took last year [6]. We adjusted our approach to fit in with the new result format. The TREC entity ranking track investigates the problem of related entity finding, where entity types are limited to people, organisations and products. We approach this task as an Entity Ranking task by not using the given input entity. Also we do not use the general entity types of people, organisations and products, instead we have manually assigned more specific target entity types which are also Wikipedia categories. To retrieve entities within Wikipedia, we exploit the category information which has been proven to work for this task. To find the corresponding web entity home pages, we follow the external links on the Wikipedia pages, and search an anchor text index for the page title.

This paper consists of two parts. In the first part, in Section 2, we discuss our experiments for the Web Track. The second part details our Entity Ranking experiments in Section 3. We summarise our findings in Section 4.

2 Web Track

For the Web Track, we experiment with incoming anchor text representation based on either the category A or category B collections.

2.1 Experimental Set-up

For the Web Track runs we used Indri [3] for indexing, with stopwords removed and terms are stemmed using the Krovetz stemmer. We built the following indexes:

Text B: contains document text of all documents in ClueWeb category B.

Anchor B: contains the anchor text of all documents in ClueWeb category B. All anchors are combined in a bag of words. 37,882,935 documents (75\% of all documents) have anchor text and therefore at least one incoming link.

Anchor A: contains the anchor text of all documents in the English part of ClueWeb category A, kindly provided.
by the University of Twente [2]. In total 440,678,986 documents (87% of all English documents) have anchor text. There are 45,077,244 category B documents within this set (90% of all category B documents). We finished our index for category A after the official submission deadline, so we have no official runs based on this index.

For all runs, we use Jelinek-Mercer smoothing, which is implemented in Indri as follows:

\[
P(r|d) = \frac{(1 - \lambda) \cdot tf_{r,d}}{|d|} + \lambda \cdot P(r|D)
\]

(1)

where \(d\) is a document in collection \(D\). We use little smoothing (\(\lambda = 0.1\)), which was found to be very effective for large collections [4, 5].

For ad hoc search, pages with more text have a higher prior probability of being relevant [7]. Because some web pages have very little textual content, we use a linear document length prior \(\beta = 1\). That is, the score of each retrieved document is multiplied by \(P(d)\):

\[
P(d) = \frac{|d|^\beta}{\sum_{d' \in D} |d'|^\beta}
\]

(2)

The final retrieval score \(S_{ret}\) is computed as:

\[
S_{ret} = P(d) \cdot P(r|d)
\]

(3)

Using a length prior on the anchor text representation of documents has an interesting effect, as the length of the anchor text is correlated to the incoming link degree of a page. The anchor text of a link typically consists of one or a few words. The more links a page receives, the more anchor text it has. Therefore, the length prior on the anchor text index promotes web pages that have a large number of incoming links and thus the more important pages.

We used the PageRank scores computed over the entire category A collection provided by CMU.\(^1\) To combat spam, we use the Fusion spam scores provided by Cormack et al. [1]. These spam scores are percentiles based on the log-odds that a page is spam. Documents in the lower percentiles are most likely to be spam, while documents in the higher percentiles are least likely to be spam.

### 2.2 Official Runs

We look at the impact of filtering spam pages and re-ranking retrieval results by multiplying the retrieval scores by either the PageRank score or the spam percentile. This is computed as:

\[
SPR(d) = PR(d) \cdot S_{ret}(d)
\]

(4)

\[
SSP(d) = Spam(d) \cdot S_{ret}(d)
\]

(5)

where \(S_{ret}(d)\) is the Indri retrieval score for document \(d\), \(PR(d)\) is the PageRank score for \(d\) and \(Spam(d)\) is the spam percentile for \(d\).

We submitted three runs for the Adhoc Task:

- **UAMSA10d2a8**: Mixture of category B document and anchor-text runs with linear length priors for document and anchor-text representations. Scores combined as 0.2 document score + 0.8 anchor-text score.

- **UAMSA10mSF30**: Combination of category B document and anchor-text runs with linear length priors for document and anchor-text representations. Scores combined as 0.2 document score + 0.8 anchor-text score. Results are post-filtered on spam using the Waterloo spam rankings, thresholded at the 30% spammiest pages.

- **UAMSA10mSFPR**: Mixture of category B document and anchor-text runs with linear length priors on document and anchor-text representation. The mixture run scores are multiplied by the CMU PageRank scores and spammed using the Waterloo Fusion spam percentiles, thresholded at the 30% spammiest pages.

We submitted three runs for the Diversity Task:

- **UAMSD10ancB**: Anchor-text run with linear length prior on anchor-text representation using category B.

- **UAMSD10ancPR**: Category B anchor-text run with linear length prior on the anchor-text representation. Retrieval scores are multiplied by the CMU PageRank scores.

- **UAMSD10aSRfu**: Category B anchor-text run with linear length prior on the anchor-text representation. Retrieval scores are multiplied by the Fusion spam percentiles.

### 2.3 Results

Results for the Ad hoc task are shown in Table 1. We include a number of unofficial runs for further analysis. We make the following observations.

Of the official runs, the baseline mixture run UAMSA10d2a8 has the highest MAP. Document quality indicators do not help average precision. However, the spam filter (UAMSA10mSF30) is effective for early precision. The official UAMSA10mSFPR run performs very poorly, because of a error in the multiplication of the retrieval and PageRank scores. The anchor text only run UAMSD10ancB is very similar to the mixture run. This is probably because, in the mixture run, the anchor text score dominates the full-text score. When we combine the anchor

Table 1: Results for the 2010 Ad hoc task. Best scores are in boldface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run id</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>nDCG@10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UAMSA10d2a8</td>
<td>0.0435</td>
<td>0.4340</td>
<td>0.1736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAMSA10mSF30</td>
<td>0.0429</td>
<td>0.4750</td>
<td>0.1790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAMSA10mSFPR</td>
<td>0.0029</td>
<td>0.0624</td>
<td>0.0111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAMSD10aSRfu</td>
<td>0.0406</td>
<td>0.5053</td>
<td>0.1881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAMSD10ancB</td>
<td>0.0412</td>
<td>0.4333</td>
<td>0.1736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAMSD10ancPR</td>
<td>0.0224</td>
<td>0.1912</td>
<td>0.0583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text B length</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix B length</td>
<td>0.0838</td>
<td>0.2134</td>
<td>0.1113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchor B length</td>
<td>0.0435</td>
<td>0.4340</td>
<td>0.1736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchor A length</td>
<td>0.0264</td>
<td>0.3424</td>
<td>0.0989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchor A, filter B, length</td>
<td>0.0281</td>
<td>0.3592</td>
<td>0.1059</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Statistics on the TREC 2010 Ad Hoc assessments over categories A and B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Category A</th>
<th>Category B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Documents</td>
<td>500M</td>
<td>50M (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judgements</td>
<td>25,329</td>
<td>15,845 (63%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spam</td>
<td>1,431</td>
<td>715 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrelevant</td>
<td>18,665</td>
<td>12,040 (65%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant</td>
<td>4,018</td>
<td>2,318 (58%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key</td>
<td>1077</td>
<td>682 (63%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nav</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>90 (65%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The anchor text index of category A has lower scores than the Anchor B run. If we filter on category B, the scores go up, again suggesting that the category B documents are of higher quality.

2.4 Analysis

In this section, we perform a further analysis of the results and look for reasons why the anchor text in category B is more effective than the anchor text in category A. We also look at the impact of spam on the performance of our runs. This year, judged documents were labelled as being either irrelevant, relevant, a key resource, a home page targeted by the query or junk/spam. We analyse our runs using these labels.

We first look at the relevance assessments themselves, in Table 3. The category B part of ClueWeb09 is a 10% subset of category A. In total, 18,161 query-document pairs were judged, the majority of which are for documents in the category B collection. The top 20 results of the official runs seem to have mainly category B documents. This could be due to many participants submitting category B-only runs, or because documents in category B are ranked higher than the rest of the documents in category A. Of the pages judged as spam, only 50% comes from category B. This suggests that category B contains less spam. The relevant pages (including key resources and navigational pages) are as frequent in the judged documents of category B as in the judged documents of category A.

If we look at the top 100 results of the Anchor A run, we find that 53% of the results are category B documents. This shows that, at least for anchor text, the category B documents are more often retrieved than non-category B documents in category A. But why does the Anchor B run perform so much better than the Anchor A, even when we filter the Anchor A run on category B? In Figure 1 we look at the percentage of non-judged results in the top 100. Because the Anchor B run is an official submission, the top 20 results are judged. For the other two runs, many of the top results or not judged, which, at least partially, explains why the Anchor A runs are score lower than the Anchor B run.

In the rest of this section, we look at the official submis-
Table 2: Impact of length prior on Diversity performance of baseline runs. Best scores are in boldface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run id</th>
<th>nERR-IA 5</th>
<th>nERR-IA 10</th>
<th>nERR-IA 20</th>
<th>nNRBP 5</th>
<th>nNRBP 10</th>
<th>nNRBP 20</th>
<th>strec@ 5</th>
<th>strec@ 10</th>
<th>strec@ 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UAMSA10d2a8</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>0.483</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAMSA10mSF30</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.290</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>0.377</td>
<td>0.460</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAMSA10mSFPR</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAMSD10aSRfu</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.295</td>
<td>0.266</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.576</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAMSD10ancB</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>0.368</td>
<td>0.483</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAMSD10ancPR</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text B length</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchor B length</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>0.368</td>
<td>0.483</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix B length</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>0.483</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchor A length</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>0.505</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchor A, filter B, length</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td>0.199</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>0.485</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text B SF30</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>0.312</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>0.512</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Percentage of results that are not judged
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Figure 2: Percentage of results that are labeled spam
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20 that are labeled as spam (Figure 2). Only the Text B run suffers from spam, and especially at the highest ranks, with 46% of the results at rank 1 being spam. At rank 2 the percentage is even higher (47%). The percentage gradually drops to 17% at rank 20. All other runs, which are mainly based on the anchor text index, hardly suffer from spam. At least in category B, anchor text seems not to be abused by spammers.

In Figure 3 we look at the percentage of results labeled as relevant (including key resources and navigational target pages). Here we see that the precision of the Text B run increases with rank, which is probably due to the fact that the amount of spam at each rank gradually drops with increasing rank. Note that not all of the Text B results in the top 20 are judged (from 4% at rank 1 up to 18% at rank 20), so the actual percentage of relevant documents might be higher (as well as the percentage of spam). Of the official runs, the ranking based on both the anchor text score and the spam percentile (UAMSD10aSRfu) has the highest precision at rank 1. However, at rank 5 and beyond, the official runs have a very similar precision. Also, precision remains relatively stable after rank 10.

If we look at the percentage of results labeled as key resource (Figure 4), we see again that the UAMSD10aSRfu run has a slightly higher percentage at rank 1 (23%), but the percentage rapidly drops to around 8% for these runs. If we promote documents that are least likely to be spam, we find more key resources in the top of the ranking. This shows that the spam scores not only indicate whether a document is spam or not, but provide an overall indicator of document quality as well. The Text B run has a low percentage at rank 1 (again, possibly due to spam), but catches up with the anchor text based runs at rank 11 and from rank 12 outperforms them. This is in line with the higher MAP of the Text B run; beyond the first ranks, its precision is better than that of the

---

2Because of the error with the UAMSA10mSFPR run and the poor performance of the UAMSD10ancPR run, we leave these runs out of our analysis, to keep the figures easy to read.
anchor text and mixture runs.

The percentage of results labeled as navigational target is shown in Figure 5. The Text B run finds no navigational targets before rank 9, whereas the official runs start with 4% navigational targets at rank 1. However, this percentage quickly drops to 1%. As with the key resources, anchor text easily finds one or a few highly linked home page and other important pages.

3 Entity Ranking

For the entity ranking track, we experiment with using Wikipedia as a pivot to retrieve entities. We participate only in the related entity finding task, we treat this task however as an entity ranking task, i.e. we do not use the given entities in the query topics, but only the narrative. To complete the task of entity ranking, we split the task up into three steps:

1. Rank all Wikipedia pages according to their match to

the narrative from the query topic.

2. Rerank the top retrieved Wikipedia pages, according to their match with the target entity types

3. Find home pages belonging to the retrieved Wikipedia pages

3.1 Retrieving entities in Wikipedia

Our approach exploits the category information in Wikipedia. The target entity types which are assigned during topic creation (people, organisations, products and locations) are too general for our purposes. Instead we have assigned manually more specific entity types to each query. These entity types can also be assigned automatically by pseudo-relevance feedback, i.e. take the top \(N\) results from the initial ranking created in step 1 of the entity ranking process, and assign the most frequently occurring category as the target entity type.

Our initial run is a language model run with a document length prior created with Indri [3]. To rerank the pages according to their match with the target entity types, we use the following algorithm. KL-divergence is used to calculate distances between categories, and calculate a category score that is high when the distance is small, and the categories are similar as follows:

\[
S_{\text{cat}}(d|C_t) = \sum_{t \in D} \left( P(t|C_t) \log \frac{P(t|C_t)}{P(t|C_d)} \right) \tag{6}
\]

where \(d\) is a document, i.e. an answer entity, \(C_t\) is a target category and \(C_d\) a category assigned to a document. The score for an answer entity in relation to a target category \(S(d|C_t)\) is the highest score, or shortest distance from any of the document categories to the target category. A linear combination of the initial score as calculated in step 1 and the category score produces the final score by which the Wikipedia pages are ranked.
3.2 Retrieving home pages for Wikipedia Entities

In the third and last step of our approach we retrieve home pages associated with the retrieved Wikipedia pages. In the Wikipedia context we consider each Wikipedia page as an entity. The Wikipedia page title is the label or name of the entity. We experiment with three methods to find Web pages associated with Wikipedia pages:


2. Anchor text: Take the Wikipedia page title as query, and retrieve pages from an anchor text index using a length prior.

3. Combined: When no external link is available search the anchor text.

For each Wikipedia page we only include the first result of the associated Web pages. In the ‘External Links’ method results are skipped if no external links exist in the document collection for the Wikipedia result. All our experiments are conducted using only the Category B part of the ClueWeb collection.\(^3\)

3.3 Experimental Results

For the TREC 2010 entity ranking track, Wikipedia pages are not judged and considered non-relevant by definition. The official results only report on finding the web homepages of the entities. In our approach however, identifying the relevant Wikipedia pages is key. We therefore generate an alternative assessment set. The names associated with the homepages are judged, so we can compare the relevant names to our found Wikipedia page titles to get an indication of the quality of our Wikipedia runs. The results of these runs can be found in Table 4. When external links are used to find homepages, all Wikipedia results without external links to a page in the ClueWeb Category B collection are excluded from the ranking. In the table we show the results after removing these pages, so we get an idea of the number of relevant entities we are missing. The results for the run using the combined approach and the run searching the anchor text are very similar, differences only come from the removal of different duplicate results. Unfortunately, we cannot compare the runs to a baseline of full-text search on the ClueWeb collection. Since we have not submitted a full-text search run to the TREC, a large amount of the results in this run would be unjudged, and the results would be underestimated. Instead we compare the Wikipedia runs using the category information to the runs not using the category information.

\(^3\)In our official runs we meant to include links to pages in Category A. Unfortunately, we made an error, and only links to the Category B part of the collection are used in all our runs.

The baseline scores are weak, achieving NDCG@R scores of less than 0.05. For all but one of the measures and approaches large significant improvements are achieved when category information is used, some scores more than double. Although the run using the external links throws away all results without external links to the ClueWeb collection, resulting in a lower number of primary Wikipedia pages retrieved, the pages with external links still lead to reasonable P@10 and the best NDCG@R.

In Table 5 the results of the TREC entity ranking task 2010 are given, evaluating the primary homepages found. Again significant improvements are achieved when category information is used, except for the run using anchor text to find homepages. The approach based on following the external links gives the best results. For almost all Wikipedia pages with relevant titles the external link to a ClueWeb page is relevant. In addition, some Wikipedia entities which have not been judged relevant, still contain external links to relevant homepages. In contrast, the combined approach and the anchor text approach do not perform as well on finding homepages. Although these runs contain more relevant Wikipedia entities, less relevant homepages are found. The anchor text index finds less than half of the relevant entities. In contrast to the results of 2009 [6], the combined approach does not lead to any improvements over the link based approach. This is probably caused by the fact that in 2009 one result can contain up to 3 webpages, whereas in 2010 each result contains one webpage. The success rate at rank 1 of the anchor text approach is obviously not as high as the success rate at rank 3, while for the external links, in most cases the first external link is is relevant.

Comparing our results to other approaches, our performance is not very impressive. One of the main shortcomings in our approach is that the task is actually a related entity finding task, but we are approaching it as an entity ranking task, that is we do not use the given entity to which the entities should be related. This given entity is in most cases a part of the narrative in the query topic, which we initially use to retrieve entities within Wikipedia. Another problem is that the narrative is phrased as a sentence, instead of a keyword query for which our approach is originally designed. So, although our using Wikipedia as a pivot to search entities is a promising approach, it should be adjusted to the specific characteristics of the related entity finding task to perform better on this task.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we detailed our official runs for the TREC 2010 Web Track and Entity Ranking Track and performed an initial analysis of the results. We now summarise our preliminary findings.

For the Web Track, we wanted to compare the anchor text representations of ClueWeb09 category A and category B and look at the impact of spam scores.
For the Entity Ranking Track, we experimented with using Wikipedia as a pivot to find related entities in the larger Web. We find that using category information to retrieve entities in Wikipedia leads to large improvements over the baseline full-text search in Wikipedia, although it should be noted that the baseline performance is weak. To locate the web homepages of the entities found in Wikipedia following the external links on the Wikipedia page is better than searching an anchor text index, or combining the external links with searching an anchor text index. Our approach could be improved by exploiting the given entity to which the answer entities should be related.
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